G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are central mediators of nearly all aspects of cardiovascular biology. GPCRs were originally identified as receptors capable of coupling to specific guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G proteins), thereby transducing an extracellular signal to an intracellular effector, although more recently, several GPCRs have been demonstrated to signal via G protein-independent mechanisms both in vitro and in vivo. 1 As a family of proteins, GPCRs share common structural features, including seven membrane-spanning domains, and thus are alternatively referred to as 7-transmembrane receptors. GPCRs are the largest superfamily of cell-surface receptors, accounting for approximately 2% of the human genome. 2 Further, ligands directed at GPCRs (primarily agonists and antagonists) represent the largest family of pharmacological agents, accounting for nearly 30% of current clinical pharmaceutical agents available. 3 Both hormones and neurotransmitters exert their effects on the cardiovascular system via GPCRs. Examples of GPCRs with well-ascribed roles in cardiovascular biology include the ␤ 1 -and ␤ 2 -adrenergic receptors (ARs), the ␣ 1 -and ␣ 2 -ARs, the M 2 -and M 3 -muscarinic acetylcholine receptors, the angiotensin II (Ang II) receptors, the endothelin receptors, the adenosine receptor, the thrombin receptor, and the vasopressin receptor.
Over the past nearly 3 decades, a wealth of information has revealed much about the signaling properties of this family of seven membrane-spanning receptors. Much work has focused on revealing the ways in which the GPCRs regulate discrete effector molecules including adenylyl cyclase, phospholipases, and ion channels. Still further work has shed light on mechanisms by which GPCR signaling is regulated and has led to the discovery of additional proteins including the GPCR kinases (GRKs) 4, 5 and ␤-arrestin proteins, 6, 7 which respectively phosphorylate agonist-activated GPCRs and bind phosphorylated GPCRs to physically disrupt the receptor/G protein interaction, thereby leading to desensitization of receptor-mediated G protein activation. In addition to its role in GPCR desensitization, ␤-arrestin binding also promotes the cytosol to cell surface translocation of components of the endocytic machinery, namely adaptor protein-2 (AP-2) 8 and clathrin, 9 thereby facilitating receptor removal from the plasma membrane.
Although still substantial, comparatively less work has focused on GPCR trafficking, much of it related to mechanisms regulating endocytosis of GPCRs from the cellular surface, including the role of ␤-arrestin in facilitating GPCR endocytosis as above. Indeed, the appropriate delivery of GPCRs to the cell surface to permit receptor/ligand interactions, and their subsequent retrieval from the plasma membrane, are of fundamental importance for the regulation of GPCR activity. This review highlights our current understanding of GPCR movement from synthesis onward, with special emphasis on studies of GPCRs from the cardiovascular system. Lastly, we discuss the importance of the newly recognized role that GPCR trafficking itself can have on cellular signaling, including the recently recognized and expanding role for ␤-arrestins in GPCR signaling independent of G proteins.
GPCR Trafficking: Posttranslation
Both during and subsequent to synthesis, membrane proteins including GPCRs undergo a continual process of maturation before reaching residence at the plasma membrane. They must be properly inserted into the membrane (a process believed to occur cotranslationally for most membrane proteins), achieve proper folding while still resident in the endoplasmic reticulum, traverse from the cis-to the transGolgi while undergoing modification, and finally be targeted to the plasma membrane where they attain residence as mature proteins. This section will discuss various aspects of this maturational process that have been determined for GPCRs (Figure, A) .
Folding and Chaperones
Strict quality-control mechanisms within cells ensure that improperly or incompletely folded proteins are targeted for degradation, usually via the proteasome pathway. For most nascent proteins studied, folding into a proper/functional conformation requires the presence of endogenous accessory chaperone proteins. 10 GPCRs are no exception to this qualitycontrol process. As example, the human DnaJ protein HSJ1b, a member of the heat shock protein (HSP) family of cytoplasmic cochaperones, regulates trafficking of rhodopsin from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the cell surface. 11 Alternatively, single-membrane-spanning chaperone proteins can facilitate GPCR exit from the ER, as recently demonstrated for the calcitonin receptor-like receptor, which must form a heterodimeric complex with the receptor activity modifying protein (RAMP) before ER egress (reviewed by Tan et al 12 ) . Whether these or similar endogenous chaperone proteins regulate the folding of GPCRs important to some aspects of cardiovascular biology is currently unknown, but certainly possible given the structural conservation across this large protein family.
Despite such checks to ensure proper protein folding errors do, however, occur. As such, a variety of human diseases have been identified in which naturally occurring mutations result in the misfolding and/or mistargeting of a mutant protein. Such "protein conformational" diseases are thus considered to result from mutations that do not affect the functional domain(s) of the mutant protein, but rather interfere with the normal cellular trafficking of the protein (reviewed by Bernier et al 13 ) . Such misfolded proteins typically either form aggregates that are deleterious to the cell or are recognized as improperly folded and therefore targeted for degradation by the cellular quality-control mechanisms noted above (reviewed by Sitia and Braakman 14 ) . Interestingly, recent work has demonstrated that in some instances, chemical or pharmacological manipulation can rescue misfolded proteins and lead to their proper translocation to the plasma membrane where the proteins are functionally active.
Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (NDI) is an X-linked disorder 15 with an incidence in the population of approximately 1 per 250 000. NDI is characterized by renal resistance to the posterior pituitary-derived antidiuretic hormone (also called arginine vasopressin), an octapeptide which normally acts at the vasopressin 2 receptor (V 2 R) present on renal epithelial cells to allow for normal urinary concentration. 15 In patients with NDI and the complete absence of renal epithelial V 2 R cell surface expression, daily urinary volume can exceed 15 L and lead to rapid death. More than 150 different mutations in the V 2 R have been described, the majority of which (Ϸ70%) impair V 2 R cell surface trafficking (reviewed by Bernier et al 13 ). The addition of a cell-permeable V 2 R antagonist to a subset of mutant V 2 Rs previously shown to accumulate in the ER resulted in the proper folding, ER exit, correct targeting to the cell surface, and functional rescue of receptor activity of the mutant proteins. 16 This is presumably attributable to the ability of the small molecule ligand to stabilize the native state of the protein, thereby facilitating the proper trafficking of the receptor. Additional mutant 7-transmembrane receptors known to have altered trafficking properties that result in human disease, and for which molecular chaperones have been identified, include rhodopsin, the sulfonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1), smoothened, and the gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor (reviewed by Bernier et al 13 ) . It remains to be seen, however, whether pharmacological treatment of the mistrafficked receptor targets identified above in cellular systems will translate to amelioration of human disease.
Oligomerization
Early studies using rhodopsin, 17, 18 muscarinic, 19 and ␤-adrenergic 20 receptors as model GPCRs suggested that GPCRs exist primarily as monomers, although modification of the detergent extraction systems used for protein purification led early investigators to suggest that a varying fraction of GPCRs may also be present in oligomeric form. 19, 20 Much recent work using coimmunoprecipitation and resonance energy-transfer techniques have convincingly demonstrated that dimeric GPCR structures are present at the plasma membrane and are the topic of several recent reviews. [21] [22] [23] [24] Indeed, it has been postulated that homo-and heterodimeric GPCRs may represent the basic functional unit necessary for most, if not all, GPCR signaling (reviewed by Park et al 25 ) . Whether higher-order oligomeric complexes can form at the plasma membrane has not, however, been clearly demonstrated, although the M 2 -muscarinic receptor has been suggested to be capable of forming a trimer. 26 Not well appreciated nor understood, however, is the likely important role that oligomerization of GPCRs plays in the biosynthesis and trafficking of nascent GPCRs to the cellular surface. Indeed, multiple GPCRs including the ␤ 2 -AR 27 and vasopressin receptors 28 undergo constitutive homodimerization early in the biosynthetic pathway, likely occurring in the ER. Expression of mutant ␤ 2 -ARs constructed to either lack an ER-export motif or to contain a heterologous ER-retention signal led to entrapment of wild-type ␤ 2 -AR in the ER, likely because of receptor dimerization. 27 Importantly, addition of a peptide corresponding to the putative glycophorin-like dimerization motif in the sixth-transmembrane domain of the ␤ 2 -AR inhibited both receptor dimerization and transit to the cell surface. 29 Similar results in which mutants of the V 2 R 30 or the D 2 dopamine receptor 31 act as dominant negatives for plasma membrane expression of their respective wild-type receptors suggest that receptor oligomerization before cell surface delivery may be a general mechanism by which multiple members of the GPCR family are regulated.
General model of GPCR trafficking. A, Following synthesis, GPCRs initially reside in the ER, where they undergo processing and folding guided by chaperone and quality-control proteins. Within the ER, many GPCRs likely form either homo-or heterodimeric structures. Following ER exit, GPCRs transit through the Golgi apparatus, where they may undergo additional modifications such as oligosaccharide processing. On the distal edge of the Golgi, GPCRs are packaged in exocytic transport vesicles and enter the endosomal system, where they are subsequently targeted to the plasma membrane. Multiple proteins, as listed, have been identified that affect GPCR stability at the cell surface. ERAD indicates ER-associated degradation. B, Although variations have been described, GPCR endocytosis from the plasma membrane most commonly occurs in a GRK-and ␤-arrestin-dependent manner. Ligand binding promotes GRKmediated phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic surface of GPCR and subsequent ␤-arrestin translocation and binding to the receptor. ␤-Arrestin binding, in turn, facilitates the subsequent recruitment of AP-2 and clathrin and GPCR inclusion in CCPs before endocytosis via CCVs. C, Following endocytosis, GPCRs may be either recycled to the plasma membrane or sorted for lysosomal degradation. The Rab family of small GTPases is integral in determining the fate of a GPCR, whereas SNX1 has more recently been shown to play a role in endosomal to lysosomal GPCR sorting. Receptor ubiquitination also plays a role in receptor degradation via lysosomes. D, More recently, several GPCRs have been shown to be capable of signaling via ␤-arrestin-dependent pathways. Well-characterized ␤-arrestin-dependent signaling cascades that have been described include agonist-dependent nonreceptor tyrosine kinase activation as well as activation of the MAPK signaling pathway.
In addition to homodimerization, early heterodimerization is also like to play an important role in the proper targeting of some GPCRs, as recently demonstrated for the ␣ 1D -AR, which required heterodimerization with the closely related ␣ 1B -AR for cell surface expression. 32 Immunoprecipitation studies in which epitope-tagged ␤ 2 -AR and Ang II type 1 (AT 1 ) receptors (AT 1 Rs) were coexpressed suggested that the receptors are able to form oligomers before their localization on the plasma membrane, as the amount of immunoprecipitated receptor complex was unaffected by exposure to either agonist or antagonist. 33 Further studies have demonstrated the unanticipated finding that heterodimerization between the ␤ 2 -AR and either an olfactory receptor 34 or the ␣ 1D -AR 35 facilitates receptor ER export and cell surface expression. Finally, expression of the ␤ 2 -AR along with the ␦ and opioid receptors in cultured cells leads to heterooligomerization of the ␤ 2 -AR with either the ␦ or opioid receptor at the plasma membrane. 36 Interestingly, this association did not affect ligand binding or functional properties of the receptors but did alter the trafficking properties. In the ␦-␤ 2 cells, ␦ receptors underwent ␤ 2 -AR agonist-stimulated internalization and ␤ 2 -AR underwent opioid-mediated endocytosis, whereas in -␤ 2 -AR cells, the ␤ 2 -AR did not internalize in response to either ␤ 2 -AR agonist or opioid. 36 Although this is a single example, such results suggest that GPCR heterooligomerization may be an important way of modulating GPCR trafficking and signaling. It is important to note, however, that in each oligomerization study described above, overexpression of the receptor(s) of interest was performed and that such alterations in cellular receptor content may modify the endogenous molecular interactions that occur in the absence of receptor overexpression.
Thus, in addition to the important role that endogenous molecular chaperones such as the HSP and RAMP family proteins play in protein folding and ER export of GPCRs, homo-and heteroreceptor oligomerization also likely play a critical step in the pathway used by at least some GPCRs for cellular trafficking, although it is at present unclear whether oligomerization following protein synthesis is a general pathway used by all GPCRs.
Cell Surface Stability
In order for a GPCR to transduce an extracellular signal, it must both traffic correctly to and be retained at the cellular surface to allow for receptor/ligand interaction. Multiple proteins not directly involved in the signal transduction cascade have been identified which stabilize receptor surface expression. These include spinophilin, Homer, actin-binding protein 280/filamin A, protein 4.1N, muskelin, and postsynaptic density-95 (PSD-95) (reviewed by Tan et al 12 ) . Of these, PSD-95, a multiple PDZ domain-containing scaffolding protein, has been most conclusively shown to specifically interact with a GPCR fundamental to cardiovascular biology, namely the ␤ 1 -AR. This interaction occurs via the third PDZ domain of PSD-95, which interacts with the carboxyl terminus of the ␤ 1 -AR. Interestingly, overexpression of PSD-95 decreased ␤ 1 -AR internalization but did not affect agoniststimulated cAMP production or receptor desensitization, suggesting a role for PSD-95 in maintaining the ␤ 1 -AR at the cellular surface. 37 
GPCR Trafficking: Endocytosis
Much work over the past several decades has illuminated our current understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying GPCR removal from the cell surface. Fundamental to this process are 2 families of proteins, the GPCR kinases (GRKs) and the ␤-arrestins, both of which were initially identified in studies of GPCR desensitization and which are involved in removal of ligand-activated GPCRs from the plasma membrane. Additional work has identified an ensemble of accessory proteins, which interact with the GRK and ␤-arrestin classes of proteins, and much recent effort has been devoted to delineating the details of these multiple interactions that are inherent to the process of GPCR endocytosis. Furthermore, as will be described below, the agonist-induced posttranslational ubiquitination of both receptor and ␤-arrestin play definitive and discrete roles in regulating the life cycle of GPCRs (Figure, B) .
Role of the Lipid Microenvironment in GPCR Trafficking
Understanding of the importance of the membrane lipid microenvironment for GPCR signaling and trafficking is rapidly evolving. As example, it has recently been demonstrated that following translation, the AT 1 R requires caveolin as an intracellular molecular chaperone for trafficking to the plasma membrane. 38 Moreover, once at the cell surface, it is clear that some subsets of GPCRs are preferentially segregated to discrete regions of the membrane defined as lipid rafts. 39 -41 GPCRs of fundamental importance to cardiovascular biology that have been localized to lipid rafts and/or caveolae include the adenosine A 1 , ␣ 1 -AR, ␤ 1 -AR, ␤ 2 -AR, AT 1 R, the endothelin (ETA-A and ET-B) receptors, and the M 2 -muscarinic receptors. 42 Caveolae, a specific type of lipid microdomain, represent for some GPCRs the preferred microenvironment for certain events such as signaling. However, a receptor's maintenance within a specific microenvironment may be subject to dynamic regulation. Indeed, reversible GPCR modifications have been described, including both covalent attachment of a lipid to the GPCR or GPCR phosphorylation, which can shift the GPCR between different membrane milieus. For example, a reversible lipid modification (eg, palmitoylation/depalmitoylation of cysteine residues) has been demonstrated to target GPCRs such as the 5-HT 1a receptor to lipid rafts. 43 Interestingly, agonist-induced endocytosis of the ␤ 1 -AR via clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells requires GRK phosphorylation of the receptor, whereas endocytosis of the ␤ 1 -AR in lipid rafts/caveolae is dependent on the receptor undergoing protein kinase A phosphorylation. 44 Further evidence supporting the importance of GPCR membrane microdomain restriction is that confinement of the ␤ 2 -AR to caveolae has been reported to be of critical importance for regulation of the intrinsic contraction rate in neonatal cardiac myocyte membrane preparations. 45 The importance of the lipid microenvironment for the assemblage of signaling scaffolds beneath the GPCR/mem-brane interface is also an area of active investigation and may play a role in multiple aspects of GPCR trafficking but is beyond the scope of this review. For a more complete review of the role of the lipid microenvironment on both GPCR signaling and trafficking, refer to several recent excellent reviews. 39, 42 Agonist-Dependent Versus Agonist-Independent GPCR Internalization
Receptor internalization following agonist exposure is a well-documented response for a wide variety of GPCRs important for cardiovascular biology. As example, the prototypic GPCR, the ␤ 2 -AR, was initially shown to internalize following exposure to agonist, as demonstrated by loss of surface binding of a nonpermeable membrane ligand. 46 Use of a membrane permeant ligand, however, demonstrated that the ␤ 2 -AR was still ligand accessible, suggesting that the receptor was sequestered in an intracellular compartment following agonist treatment. 46 Alternatively, whereas exposure of the AT 1 R to Ang II leads to receptor internalization and endosomal sequestration, the Ang II type 2 receptor (AT 2 R) does not undergo endocytosis with Ang II addition, demonstrating that subtype-specific receptor sorting and internalization can occur within the cardiovascular GPCR system. 47 Internalization for most GPCRs occurs on the order of minutes and correlates with receptor phosphorylation by the GRKs and subsequent ␤-arrestin translocation, as will be discussed below. Indeed, agonist-induced ␤ 2 -AR receptor internalization can be inhibited either by mutations of the ␤ 2 -AR, which inhibit agonist-induced GRK phosphorylation 48 or by mutations in the ␤-arrestin proteins. 49 Following internalization, receptors may be either recycled to the cell surface or targeted for lysosomal degradation (reviewed by Bohm et al 50 ) .
Internalization of GPCRs in the absence of agonist has also been examined. Although mean rates of internalization vary between receptors assayed, rates are in general substantially slowed in the absence relative to the presence of the cognate ligand of a GPCR. The ␤ 2 -AR, as example, undergoes sequestration from the cell surface with a half-life of approximately 10 minutes in the presence of agonist but remains on the cell surface for greater than 1 hour in the absence of agonist. 51 
The Role of Accessory Proteins in the Endocytosis of GPCRs
Endocytosis of GPCRs can occur via caveolae, clathrincoated vesicles, or uncoated vesicles. 52 Although short linear amino acid stretches in the cytoplasmic domains of GPCRs likely play a role in their endocytosis, the majority of work to date has demonstrated that much of GPCR endocytosis is primarily regulated by GRK and ␤-arrestin-dependent processes involving clathrin-coated pits.
GPCR Kinases
As shown for multiple GPCRs, the serine/threonine-specific GPCR kinases (GRKs) are recruited following agonist binding to the cytoplasmic surface of the activated receptor, leading to receptor phosphorylation. The phosphorylated surface of the GPCR is then competent to serve as a platform for the cytosol to membrane translocation of the ␤-arrestin proteins (reviewed by Shenoy and Lefkowitz 53 ).
The GRK family of kinases is composed of 7 members that share significant amino acid and structural homology (reviewed previously 54, 55 ). Within this family, 4 kinases (GRKs 2, 3, 5, and 6) are expressed broadly and are believed to play a role in GPCR phosphorylation within the cardiovascular system. GRK2 and GRK3 reside in the cytosol in the absence of agonist and translocate to the membrane following GPCR stimulation. GRK2/3 translocation and membrane localization are mediated in part by their binding to heterotrimeric G protein ␤␥ subunits. 56 GRK5 and GRK6, on the other hand, are constitutively localized to the plasma membrane. Whereas GRK6 palmitoylation is essential for membrane association, 57 localization of GRK5 to the plasma membrane is believed to be attributable to an electrostatic interaction between the highly basic carboxyl terminus of GRK5 and phospholipids at the plasma membrane. 58, 59 Although GRK-specific phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic surface of agonist-occupied GPCRs mediates ␤-arrestin recruitment, the structural features common to activated receptors that are recognized by the GRKs remain largely unknown. Indeed, it is a question of fundamental importance as to how members of this limited group of broadly expressed GRKs are able to phosphorylate such a diverse array of activated GPCRs and thereby lead to ␤-arrestin recruitment.
Functionally, 2 classes of GPCRs, denoted "class A" and "class B," can be defined, based on the relative stability of the GPCR/␤-arrestin interaction. For the ␤ 2 -AR (a class A receptor) and the vasopressin receptor (a class B receptor), these determinants appear to be present within the carboxyl termini of the receptors, as the stability of their interaction with ␤-arrestin, as well as their ability to be dephosphorylated, recycled, and resensitized was completely reversed in mutant receptors in which their carboxyl-terminal tails were switched. 60 Interestingly, whereas in vitro studies have localized GRK2-and GRK5-mediated phosphorylation sites of the ␤ 2 -AR to distal portion of the cytoplasmic tail of the receptor, 61 more recent studies in intact cells have suggested that agonist induced ␤ 2 -AR phosphorylation occurs in the proximal portion of the carboxyl terminus of the receptor. 62 Although the observed ␤ 2 -AR proximal tail phosphorylation was believed to be mediated by GRK rather than protein kinase A, this was not confirmed. Thus although GRKmediated phosphorylation of agonist-stimulated GPCRs underlies ␤-arrestin recruitment and thereby initiates GPCR endocytosis in CCPs, many of the molecular details remain to be determined. Notably, a recent study using high-throughput RNA interference implicated GRKs as playing a more general role in the process of clathrin-mediated endocytosis itself. 63 
␤-Arrestin As an Endocytic Adaptor Protein
Within humans, there exist 2 isoforms of the nonvisual ␤-arrestin proteins, namely ␤-arrestin1 and ␤-arrestin2, both of which show ubiquitous tissue distribution. In addition to their well-described role in limiting receptor-G protein interaction, the ␤-arrestin proteins also serve to both recruit and physically bridge the receptor to the endocytic machinery. Experimentally, receptor mutations that impair agonistinduced GPCR phosphorylation limit ␤-arrestin recruitment and lead to poor receptor internalization, as demonstrated for a ␤ 2 -AR in which all of the GRK phosphorylation sites had been altered. 48 Further, expression of "dominant-negative" mutant ␤-arrestin proteins (such as ␤-arrestin1 V53D or ␤-arrestin2 V54D) inhibit ␤ 2 -AR internalization. 64 In addition, the ␤-arrestin proteins themselves are able to interact directly with the essential components of the clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV) coat machinery, namely the heterotetrameric AP-2 complex, 8 as well as clathrin, 9 and these interactions are critical both for recruitment of the ␤ 2 -AR into clathrin-coated pits as well as for receptor internalization. Studies with other GPCRs, including the ␣ 2 -AR 65 and the A 2B adenosine receptor 66 have also shown important roles for the ␤-arrestins in receptor endocytosis.
Interestingly, although the 2 ␤-arrestin isoforms exhibit nearly 80% amino acid identity, 6 they do not appear to perform redundant biologic roles and, indeed, exhibit differences in their regulation. Whereas ␤-arrestin1 is phosphorylated by extracellular signal regulated kinase (ERK) enzymes, 67 ␤-arrestin2 is phosphorylated by casein kinase II. 68 For both ␤-arrestin proteins, however, the phosphorylation/ dephosphorylation status appears to regulate the ability of the ␤-arrestin protein to promote internalization of the ␤ 2 -AR via clathrin-coated vesicles.
As noted above, analysis of agonist-stimulated ␤-arrestin translocation for a variety of GPCRs suggests there exist 2 largely distinct classes receptors with which the ␤-arrestins associate, denoted class A and class B GPCRs. Following agonist exposure, class A receptors including the ␤ 2 -AR, endothelin A receptor, and ␣ 1b -AR preferentially recruit ␤-arrestin2. 69 In contrast, class B receptors, including the AT 1a R and V 2 receptor, are able to bind both ␤-arrestin isoforms with nearly equal affinity. 70 Whereas the ␤-arrestin1/2-class A receptor interactions occur solely at the plasma membrane and are lost following GPCR internalization, ␤-arrestin1/2 interactions with class B receptors are much more stable and can be detected on endosomal structures following receptor endocytosis (reviewed by Pierce and Lefkowitz 71 ). Further, class A receptors generally recycle to the plasma membrane rapidly, whereas class B GPCRs recycle more slowly. The role of ubiquitination in modulating GPCR/arrestin interaction is likely important and is discussed below. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts generated to lack both ␤-arrestin isoforms showed a marked impairment of agoniststimulated internalization of either the class A ␤ 2 -AR or the class B AT 1a R, whereas only ␤ 2 -AR internalization was affected by the single deletion of the ␤-arrestin2 isoform. 69 Studies using RNA interference technology to selectively ablate the ␤-arrestin proteins have shown similar results with respect to internalization of the ␤ 2 -AR and AT 1 -AR as model class A and B receptors, respectively. 72
Agonist-Induced GPCR Ubiquitination and Sorting
Posttranslational modification of substrate proteins by the covalent attachment of ubiquitin (ubiquitination), originally discovered in the context of cellular protein degradation, has recently been shown to play a noncanonical role in regulating the postendocytic sorting of several membrane proteins including GPCRs. 73, 74 Protein ubiquitination is mediated by the concerted action of 3 enzymes. The first 2 enzymes (E1 and E2) are responsible, respectively, for activating ubiquitin and escorting the activated ubiquitin. The third enzyme, E3 ubiquitin ligase (E3), recognizes and modifies the substrate in a timely fashion. 75 For the ␤ 2 -AR, both GRK-mediated phosphorylation and ␤-arrestin binding are essential for receptor ubiquitination to occur. 76 Importantly, this agoniststimulated ␤ 2 -AR ubiquitination modification is necessary for the receptor to undergo degradation in lysosomes. Further, ubiquitin-dependent lysosomal degradation is applicable to other GPCRs such as V 2 R and the protease-activated receptor2 (PAR2). 77, 78 For both the ␤ 2 -AR and V 2 R, receptor ubiquitination requires the ␤-arrestin proteins. Although the nature of this requirement is not entirely clear, 1 supposition is that the ␤-arrestins may serve as adaptors to bring as yet unidentified E3 ligase(s) to the receptors in a stimulus dependent fashion. In the case of the PAR2 and the CXCR4 receptors, ubiquitination is mediated by the E3 ligases c-Cbl 78 and AIP4, 79 respectively, but no involvement of the ␤-arrestins has as yet been demonstrated.
For the above mammalian GPCRs, as well as for others such as the chemokine receptor CXCR4, 80 receptor ubiquitination is not required for internalization per se but is crucial for the sorting of ubiquitinated receptors to lysosomes. A recent study of the ␤ 1 -AR in a heterologous cellular system reported the resistance of the receptor protein to ubiquitination as well as agonist-mediated degradation, suggesting a strong relationship between this receptor modification and downregulation pathways. 81 Whereas the degradation of GPCRs and other membrane proteins is known to occur in lysosomes, that of some membrane receptors such as the single-membrane spanning erythropoietin receptor involve both lysosomes and 26S proteasomes, the megaprotease complexes that degrade most cellular proteins. 82 Interestingly, however, a recent report suggests that ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of newly synthesized intracellular A 2A adenosine receptors serves as a method of ER quality control (Figure, A) . Importantly, this degradation could be overcome by the coexpression of USP4, a deubiquitinating enzyme belonging to a family of enzymes that catalyze removal of ubiquitin from the modified substrates. 83 USP4 expression led to more robust functional expression of the A 2A receptor at the plasma membrane, suggesting that deubiquitination can facilitate cell-surface targeting of membrane proteins (Figure, A) .
On the other hand, GPCR internalization can be regulated by the agonist-dependent ubiquitination of ␤-arrestin by the E3 ligase Mdm2, as demonstrated for the ␤ 2 -AR. 76 Moreover, the stability of ␤-arrestin/GPCR binding that defines GPCRs as class A or B (as described above) also correlates with the ubiquitination status of the ␤-arrestin proteins. The separation
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of ␤-arrestin from class A GPCRs results from rapid ␤-arrestin deubiquitination, whereas the more stable ␤-arrestin interaction with class B receptors is caused by the sustained ubiquitination of ␤-arrestin. 84 As will be described below, ubiquitination of ␤-arrestin appears to not only be capable of regulating GPCR trafficking properties but also likely plays an important role in directing downstream signaling events.
Sorting Signals Used for GPCR Intracellular Trafficking and Endocytosis
The identification of short, linear amino acid signals present in the intracellular domains of transmembrane proteins responsible for mediating the intracellular sorting and endocytosis of a transmembrane protein from the plasma membrane has been the focus of much work over the past 2 decades. Such sequences are believed to act as recognition sites for components of the cellular adaptor protein machinery necessary for intracellular protein trafficking. The importance of such signals contained within the intracellular domains of GPCRs, however, is less well described than that for other transmembrane proteins. Albeit limited in number, exceptions to the general paradigm of GRK/␤-arrestin-mediated endocytosis have been delineated for 7-membrane-spanning receptors important to the cardiovascular system. Interestingly, the best-described motifs are analogous to those used by non-GPCR transmembrane receptors and include dileucine-based (LL or LXL) and tyrosine-based (NPXY or NPXXY, or YXXO) motifs. As a prototypic GPCR, the ␤ 2 -AR contains a di-leucine motif within its carboxyl terminus, alteration of which does not affect the ability of the receptor to traffic correctly to the cell surface, bind agonist, or to activate adenylyl cyclase. Agonist addition, however, does not lead to internalization of this mutant ␤ 2 -AR, 85 demonstrating a role for di-leucine motif of the ␤ 2 -AR in agonist-induced receptor endocytosis. Similarly, mutations introduced into the di-leucine motif in the cytoplasmic tail of the vasopressin 1a receptor (V 1a R) significantly impaired agonist-induced receptor internalization. 86 Interestingly, however, mutation of the analogous di-leucine motif in the V 2 R resulted in a receptor that was unable to escape from the ER, suggesting a role for this motif in V 2 R maturation. 87 Tyrosine-based sorting signals have also been shown to be necessary in the trafficking of the ␤ 2 -AR. Mutation of Y326 in the human ␤ 2 -AR, located at the proposed junction of the seventh-transmembrane domain and the proximal portion of the carboxyl terminus and conserved in position across many members of the large superfamily of GPCRs, does not affect the ability of the receptor to traffic correctly to the cell surface, bind agonist, or to activate adenylyl cyclase when the receptor is overexpressed. 88 The mutation, however, did completely abolish ␤ 2 -AR agonist-induced internalization. Complicating this interpretation, however, was the finding that lower expression levels of mutant ␤ 2 -AR resulted in the loss of ligand binding and adenylyl cyclase coupling, likely because of intracellular retention of the mutant receptor. 89 More recently, a highly conserved tyrosine-based motif (YXXO) in the cytoplasmic tail of the protease-activated receptor-1 (PAR1), a GPCR for thrombin, which has previously been shown to undergo ␤-arrestin-independent internalization, was shown to be necessary for agonist-mediated but not constitutive internalization. 90 Finally, more recent studies have shown a direct interaction between a stretch of 8 arginines contained in the carboxyl terminus of the ␣ 1b -AR and the AP-2 subunit. 91 Whether the alternative tyrosinebased motif found in PAR1 or the nonclassical arginine motif identified in the ␣ 1b -AR plays a role in the endocytosis and intracellular trafficking of other GPCRs classically identified as fundamentally important to the cardiovascular system remains to be determined.
Role for Additional Proteins in the Endocytosis of GPCRs
In addition to the well-recognized roles of the GRK and ␤-arrestin proteins in GPCR internalization, multiple other proteins have been demonstrated to be important in the endocytic process. A partial list and description of the role these proteins play in GPCR endocytosis is discussed below.
ADP-Ribosylation Factor 6
ADP-ribosylation factor 6 (ARF6) is 1 member of the ARF family of small GTP-binding proteins known to be key players in vesicular trafficking events. In addition to its role in binding AP-2 and clathrin, ␤-arrestin is also able to directly bind to ARF6 and modulate its activity. ARF6 activation requires the exchange of GTP for GDP, a reaction that is catalyzed by the ARF guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) ARNO (ARF Nucleotide-binding site Opener). Importantly, ARNO is constitutively associated with ␤-arrestin2. 92 As shown for the ␤ 2 -AR, expression of mutant ARF6 proteins containing single amino acid substitutions rendering them deficient in their ability to either bind (T27N) or hydrolyze (Q67L) GTP inhibited agonist-induced ␤ 2 -AR internalization. 92 Overexpression of ARNO alone, however, increases ␤ 2 -AR internalization by stimulating GTP nucleotide exchange on ARF. Thus, agonist-promoted recruitment of ␤-arrestin to an activated receptor leads to the local regulation of endocytosis by ␤-arrestin attributable to its inherent ability to bind both ARNO and ARF6.
In addition to requiring a GEF protein, ARF proteins also require a GTPase-activating protein (GAP) to accelerate hydrolysis of bound GTP. Initially identified as GRKinteracting proteins (GITs), GIT1 and GIT2 are zinc fingercontaining proteins that function as GAPs for ARF6. 93, 94 GIT1 overexpression reduces the internalization of transmembrane receptors in CCPs and CCVs, including the ␤ 1 -and ␤ 2 -ARs, the adenosine 2B receptor, and the M 1 -muscarinic receptor. 95 Importantly, ARF-GAP activity of the GIT proteins is stimulated by phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate, whereas other ARF-GAPs, such as ARF-GAP1, are stimulated by phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate and diacylglycerol. 94 This raises the interesting possibility that GIT regulation of ARF6 activity may be integrated through activation of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase signaling pathway.
Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3Ks) are a conserved family of kinases with both lipid and protein kinase activity which can be activated in response to GPCR stimulation. As a family, they have been shown to play important roles in an array of cellular functions as divergent as cell survival, cell motility, and receptor endocytosis. Within the cytosol, PI3K is constitutively complexed with GRK2. 96 As demonstrated for the ␤ 2 -AR, agonist binding induces translocation of the GRK/P13K complex to the activated receptor, formation of phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate, and subsequent recruitment of AP-2 and clathrin, leading to receptor endocytosis. Importantly, receptor internalization is blocked by overexpression of the portion of PI3K that mediates its interaction with GRK2, as well as by the specific 3,4,5 trisphosphate lipid phosphatase PTEN, demonstrating the importance of the lipid kinase activity of PI3K for the localized production of D-3 phosphoinositides in regulating ligand-induced endocytosis of the ␤ 2 -AR. 97 As noted above, in addition to possessing lipid kinase activity, PI3K family members are also able to function as protein kinases, although the importance of this activity has remained largely obscure given the limited number of protein substrates recognized by PI3Ks. 98 Recently, however, the importance of PI3K protein kinase activity in the regulation of ␤ 2 -AR endocytosis has been illuminated. In an elegant study, Naga Prasad et al identified the cytoskeletal protein nonmuscle tropomyosin (an actin filament binding protein) as a substrate for the ␥ isoform of PI3K and further demonstrated that PI3K can selectively phosphorylate a single site (S61) within tropomyosin. 99 Alteration of this site within tropomyosin to mimic constitutive phosphorylation (S61D) leads to complementation of a protein kinase defective PI3K, whereas change to a phospho-deficient residue (S61A) blocked agonist-induced ␤ 2 -AR internalization. Thus, through both its lipid and kinase activity, PI3K plays a central role in the agonist-induced removal of the ␤ 2 -AR, the prototypic model cardiovascular GPCR, from the cell surface. Whether this paradigm will extend to other members of the cardiovascular GPCR family is at present unknown but seems likely, given that endocytosis via AP-2 containing CCVs is the predominant mechanism of internalization for most ligand-activated GPCRs.
Intracellular Trafficking: Sorting/Recycling/Degradation
Once internalized from the cell surface, GPCRs can be sorted along multiple pathways (Figure, C) . They may undergo dephosphorylation, resensitization, and be recycled back to the plasma membrane. Alternatively, GPCRs may be targeted for degradation via the endosomal/lysosomal pathway. Finally, multiple GPCRs have more recently been shown to initiate G protein-independent intracellular signaling pathways following endocytosis, as is discussed below. These multiple trafficking fates for internalized GPCRs are the subject of an excellent recent review. 100 We would like to highlight a few proteins important for these processes.
Na
؉ /H ؉ -Exchanger Regulatory Factor
Following adrenergic receptor stimulation, it has long been recognized that G protein-dependent changes in cellular metabolism, excitability, and growth occur. 101 Likewise, cellular changes apparently independent of G protein activation have been demonstrated, including alterations in cellular pH via regulation of the Na ϩ /H ϩ exchanger. Recent work has established that agonist stimulation of the ␤ 2 -AR promotes direct association of the extreme carboxyl terminus of the receptor with the first PDZ domain within Na ϩ /H ϩ -exchanger regulatory factor-1 (NHERF1). 102 Similar associations have been shown to occur for other GPCRs containing sequences conforming to the consensus motif D-S/T-x-L, including the purinergic P2Y1 receptor and the CFTR, 103 whereas other GPCRs such as the parathyroid hormone receptor 104 have been shown to interact with both PDZ domains of both NHERF1 and NHERF2 via a slightly different (ETVM) PDZ consensus motif. For the ␤ 2 -AR, disruption of this interaction markedly impairs agonist-induced changes in intracellular pH.
NHERF is also of critical importance for proper intracellular sorting of the ␤ 2 -AR. In addition to its ability to bind the extreme carboxyl terminus of the ␤ 2 -AR via its PDZ domain, NHERF is able via its ezrin-radixin-moesin (ERM) domain to bind to the actin cytoskeleton through association with ERM proteins. Importantly, mutations generated to disrupt the interaction of NHERF with either the ␤ 2 -AR carboxyl terminus or with ERM proteins lead to significant agonistinduced lysosomal degradation of the ␤ 2 -AR following endocytosis, rather than recycling. 105 As noted above, multiple additional GPCRs have been shown to interact with the NHERF proteins. Although NHERF has been shown to play a role in the recycling of other GPCRs such as the opioid receptor (reviewed by Liu-Chen 106 ), the generalizability of the role that NHERF plays in the recycling of other GPCRs, particularly in the cardiovascular system, remains to be determined.
N-Ethylmaleimide-Sensitive Fusion Protein
In a study to identify ␤-arrestin binding partners, ␤-arrestin1 was found to interact in both yeast 2-hybrid and in vitro assays with N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein (NSF), an ATPase essential for many intracellular transport functions. 107 Furthermore, overexpression of NSF in HEK293 cells led to enhanced agonist-induced ␤ 2 -AR internalization and could rescue the effects of a ␤-arrestin1 mutant (S412D) previously shown to function as a dominant negative for ␤ 2 -AR internalization. Interestingly, the ␤ 2 -AR is also able, via its extreme carboxyl terminus, to bind directly to NSF. 108 The ␤ 2 -AR/NSF interaction is agonist dependent and requisite for efficient agonist-mediated ␤ 2 -AR internalization. Importantly, whereas wild-type ␤ 2 -ARs recycle to the cell surface following exposure to the antagonist propranolol, ␤ 2 -ARs containing mutations in their distal carboxyl termini remain sequestered intracellularly, demonstrating the importance of the ␤ 2 -AR/NSF interaction for proper ␤ 2 -AR recycling. Thus, although it is clear that proteins that bind to the extreme carboxyl termini of GPCRs, such as NHERF and NSF, serve to regulate the intracellular sorting of the recep-
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tors such as the ␤ 2 -AR, the extent to which the trafficking of other GPCRs is modulated by these or similar as yet unidentified proteins remains to be elucidated.
Sorting Nexin 1
Following internalization, GPCRs may be either recycled to the plasma membrane or undergo sorting to the endosomal/ lysosomal pathway for degradation. Although fundamentally important as a mechanism for downregulation of certain GPCRs, such as the PAR1, which recognizes the coagulant protease thrombin, comparatively less is known about the molecular components that direct postendosomal sorting and recycling of the receptors. Although sorting nexin 1 (SNX1) was originally identified as a membrane-associated protein that interacts with the receptor tyrosine kinase, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and functions in EGFR sorting to lysosomes, 109 SNX1 has also been demonstrated to interact with PAR1 in an agonist-dependent manner. 110 Overexpression of a SNX1 carboxyl terminal-deletion mutant did not significantly impair agonist-induced PAR1 internalization and accumulation in early endosomes but was able to impede endosome to lysosome sorting of PAR1 and thus markedly inhibit PAR1 degradation. 110 Additional studies, in which depletion of endogenous SNX1 in HeLa cells via small interfering RNA technology markedly impaired agonist-induced PAR1 degradation, buttress the suggestion that SNX1 plays a role in the intracellular trafficking of PAR1 from endosomes to lysosomes. 111 Whether SNX1 or other SNX proteins can mediate the endosomal to lysosomal sorting of GPCRs other than PAR1 remains to be determined but is certainly possible given the general conservation of trafficking themes shared across members of this large protein family.
Rab GTPases
A second class of proteins shown to regulate the movement of GPCRs both during and subsequent to endocytosis are the Rab proteins, a family of Ras-like small GTP binding proteins. Importantly, different Rab GTPase family members selectively associate with specific intracellular structures including both recycling and sorting endosomes, where they mediate multiple steps of vesicular membrane trafficking including vesicle budding, docking, and fusion (reviewed by Seachrist and Ferguson 112 ).
Within the cardiovascular system, Rab5 plays a central role in the agonist-dependent CCV-mediated internalization and early endosomal localization of some GPCRs, including the ␤ 2 -AR. 113 Expression of a dominant negative Rab5 (S34N) blocked ␤ 2 -AR internalization, whereas a constitutively active Rab5 (Q79L) did not significantly alter ␤ 2 -AR internalization. Interestingly, whereas the ␤ 2 -AR is not able to directly associate with Rab5, the AT 1 R does bind Rab5 directly via the carboxyl terminus of the receptor and localizes to Rab5-containing endosomal structures following endocytosis. 114 Furthermore, the interaction of Rab5 with the AT 1 R on endosomes appears to be necessary for preventing sorting of the internalized receptor to lysosomes. 115 Unlike internalization of the ␤ 2 -AR, however, endocytosis of the AT 1 R does not appear to be dependent on Rab5, 114 demonstrating the intracellular diversity in GPCR trafficking roles played by even single members of the Rab protein family.
Whereas Rab5 plays a role in GPCR trafficking events associated with GPCR internalization and/or early endosomal formation, multiple additional Rab family members have been implicated in other GPCR-trafficking events, including Rab4 and Rab11 in receptor recycling, and Rab7 in endosomal to lysosomal sorting. 115 In a transgenic mouse model in which a dominant-negative Rab4 (S27N) was overexpressed in the heart, mice had impaired responsiveness to both endogenous and exogenous catecholamines. 116 Furthermore, when these mice were crossbred with mice also overexpressing a cardiac-specific human ␤ 2 -AR, the resultant mice had an abnormal intracellular vesicular ␤ 2 -AR accumulation, as well as significantly reduced cardiac contractility. Such results suggest that proper Rab4-mediated regulation of ␤ 2 -AR receptor recycling is necessary for maintenance of normal catecholamine responsiveness and receptor resensitization. Whether Rab4 also plays a similar role in vivo in the recycling of other GPCRs within the cardiovascular system is currently unknown. For a more complete review of the diverse roles that members of the Rab protein family play throughout nearly all aspects of GPCR trafficking, refer to several recent excellent reviews. 100, 112 
Other Proteins With Roles in GPCR Endocytosis and Postendocytotic Trafficking
Many additional proteins have been identified and characterized that play fundamental roles in the endocytosis and postendocytic trafficking of GPCRs. These include, but are not limited to, proteins involved in CCV formation and membrane scission such as AP-2, clathrin, dynamin, Hrs, and GASP, [117] [118] [119] as well as multiple scaffolding proteins that have been demonstrated to interact with the ␤ 1 -AR including postsynaptic density 95 (PSD95), 120 membrane-associated guanylate kinase inverted-2 (MAGI-2), 121 and the endophilins. 122 Because of the limited scope of this review, we have chosen to highlight only selected proteins as above.
Internalization/Trafficking and Signaling
Although internalization mechanisms leading to receptor sequestration away from the source of stimulus have been primarily considered as signal desensitization pathways, a large body of research now exists in support of continued signaling that is coupled with GPCR endocytosis. 123 Moreover, although it is generally believed that endocytic "addresses" determine the extent of signaling, continued signaling mechanisms during the trafficking of proteins may actually determine the exact endocytic route by regulating processes such as vesicle fusion and cargo transfer. As such, it is increasingly evident that the 2 processes, trafficking and signaling, are not only connected but likely inextricably intertwined (Figure, D) .
In the case of GPCRs, ␤-arrestin has been clearly demonstrated to play an essential role in the desensitization of G protein-mediated second messenger signaling. More recently, however, the ␤-arrestin proteins have also been shown to facilitate both receptor internalization via CCVs, as well as to couple the receptors to and activate nonreceptor tyrosine kinases (eg, members of the c-Src family), thereby mediating a second wave of signaling. 124, 125 In addition, on binding to activated GPCRs such as the AT 1a R, ␤-arrestin has also been shown to be capable of sequestering and scaffolding signaling kinases, as well as targeting active signaling complexes into cytoplasmic endosomal microcompartments. 125, 126 Importantly, chemical or molecular inhibition of receptor endocytosis (or, alternatively, expression of ␤-arrestin mutants that impair receptor internalization), can lead to a decline in such downstream signaling, demonstrating a coupling between endocytosis and signaling. 124, 127 In addition to c-Src activation, ␤-arrestin has been shown in multiple studies to function as a signaling intermediate in GPCR signal transduction to mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways, under conditions where G protein coupling is virtually absent. 125, 128, 129 Although this ␤-arrestin-dependent signaling has been most well characterized for ERK activation, it may also apply to other signaling kinases and appears to play roles in a variety of cellular responses including chemotaxis and antiapoptosis. Although it has not yet been conclusively determined that receptor endocytosis is required for this ␤-arrestin pathway, recent data suggest that the trafficking patterns of ␤-arrestin/receptor complexes may play a significant role. 130, 131 Interestingly, ␤-arrestin ubiquitination at specific acceptor sites (eg, Ang II-induced ubiquitination of lysines 11 and 12 in ␤-arrestin2) is crucial for stable ␤-arrestin/AT 1 R interaction as well as the formation and endosomal localization of AT 1 R-MAPK signalosomes. Whether this observation may be broadly applicable to other GPCRs relevant to cardiovascular biology is currently unknown and is an area of active investigation.
Conclusions
Within the cardiovascular system, regulation of GPCR trafficking is of fundamental importance both for physiological homeostasis and the molecular response to physiological perturbation. There is efficient and coordinated movement of GPCRs from synthesis to the cellular surface, where they can interact with components of the extracellular milieu to transduce signals to intracellular effectors and subsequent GPCR retrieval from the cell surface. These processes highlight the intricate cellular balance that has developed to exquisitely regulate hormonal responsiveness at the tissue level. Indeed, much has been learned about GPCR trafficking within the cardiovascular system over the past 2 decades, as evidenced by the ever-expanding ensemble of identified proteins crucial to this process. The recent recognition that GPCR signaling may occur within the cardiovascular system via G proteinindependent/␤-arrestin-dependent pathways raises the fascinating possibility that pharmacologically relevant cardiovascular ligands may be developed that allow for selective GPCR signaling via the activation of proteins initially believed only to have a role in limiting GPCR signaling and promoting GPCR removal from the cell surface.
